We present a new .algorithm based on ear decomposition for testing vertex four-connectivity and for finding all separating triplets in a triconnected graph. The sequential implementation of our algorithm runs in 0 (n 2 ) time and the parallel implementation runs in 0 (logn) time u~ing 0 (n 2 ) processors on a CRCW PRAM, where n is the number of vertices in the graph. This· improves previous bounds for the problem for both the sequential and parallel cases. The sequential algorithm is optimal if the input is specified in adjacency matrix fonn, or if the input graph is dense.
Introduction
Connectivity is an important graph property and there has been a considerable amount of work on algorithms for determining vertex k-connectivity in graphs. There· are well-known sequential linear-time algorithms for determining vertex connectivity and biconnectivity (see e.g., [Ev] ), as well as triconnectivity [HoTa, MiRa2] . The best deterministic sequential algorithms for testing graph 4-connectivity have time complexity 0 (nm) , where n is the number of vertices in the input graph and m is: the number of edges. There are two such algorithms.
One is based on a reduction to network flow [EvTa, Ev2, Ga, GiSo] . The other uses the 0 (m) algorithm for testing triconnectivity [RoTa, MiRa2] to test four-connectivity in a triconnected graph in 0 (mn) time by deleting each vertex of the graph in turn, and testing triconnectivity in the resulting graph; this algorithm also finds all separating triplets in the graph. For the problem of finding all separating k-sets, it is known that the number of separating k-sets in a k-connected graph is 0 (n 2 ) for any fixed k [Ka] and further that there is an 0 (n) representation for separating pairs in a biconnected graph [KaRa] . We also note that there are some randomized algorithms for testing k-connectivity for k >3 [BeX,LiLoWi] ; the running time of these algorithms is n(n512). In this paper we present a new sequential algorithm, based on ear decomposition [Lo, MaScVi, MiRa, Wh] , that tests vertex four-connectivity and finds all separating triplets in a triconnected graph in 0 (n 2 ) time. This represents an improvement in the running time over all previous algorithms for the problem, both detenninistic and probabilistic. We also present a parallel implementation of the algorithm, which runs in o (logn) time using. 0 (n 2 ) processors ona CRCW PRAM.
For comparison the· best previous processor count for an NC algorithm for this problem is 0 (nm), which is obtained by running n parallel applications of the parallel triconnectivity algorithms in [MiRa2, RaVi] on the input graph with a vertex deleted.
Our algorithm thus gives improved petfonnance for both the sequential and parallel case. It also gives a completely new method for the four-connectivity problem, which is of interest in itself.
Graph-theoretic Definitions
An undirected graph G=(V,E) consists of a venex set V and an edge set E containing unordered pairs of distinct elements from V. A path P in G is a sequence of vertices <va, ... ,Vi> such that (Vi-I,Vi)eE,i=l, ... ,k. The path P contains the vertices Va, · · · ,Vi and the edges (Va,VI), ... ,(Vi-I,Vi) and has endpoints va, Vi, and internal vertices VI,···, Vi-I. The path P is a simple path if v0, • • • ,Vi-l are distinct and VI, · • · ,Vk are distinct. P is a simple cycle if it is a simple path and v O=Vi. A single vertex is a trivial path with no edges. We denote by IP I, the number of vertices contained in path P. l:JC~P=<Vo,··· ,Vi-I> be a simple path. The path P (Vi, 11j),OSi,jSIc -1 is the .simple path connecting Vi and vj in P, Le., the path <vi,vi+l'··· ,Vj>, if i~j or the path <Vj,Vj+I' ... ,Vi>, if j<i. Analogously, P [Vi,Vj] consists of the path segments obtained when the edges and intemalverrices of P (Vi, Vj) are deleted from P.
An ear decomposition [Lo, Whj D=[P o , ••• , of an undirected graph G=(V,E) is a partition of E into an ordered collection of edge disjoint simple paths Po, · · · ,P,-1 such that Po is a simple cycle and each endpoint of Pi,i=l, · · · ,r-l is contained in some Pj,j <i. The Pi'S are called the ears of D. D is an open ear decomposition if none of the Pi, i =1, · · · ,r-1 is a simple cycle. A trivial ear is an ear consisting of a single edge. A graph has an open ear decomposition if and only if it is biconnected [Wh] .
Let G=(V,E) be an undirected graph and let V'
An undirected graph G =(V,E) is connected if there exists a path between every pair of vertices in V. For a graph G that is not connected, a connected component of G is an induced subgraph of G which is maximally connected.
Let G =(V,E) be a biconnected graph, and let Q be a subgraph of G. We define the bridges of Q in G as follows: Let V' be the vertices in G-Q, and· consider the partition of V' into classes such that two vertices are in the same class if and only if there is a path connecting them which does not use any vertex of Q. Each such class K defines a (nontrivial) bridge B =(VB,EB) of Q, where B is the subgraph of G with VB=KU {vertices of Q that are connected by an edge to a vertex in K}, and EB containing the edges of G incident on a vertex in K. The vertices of Q which are connected by an edge to a vertex in K are called the attachment$ of B. An edge (u,v) 
with both u and v in Q, is a trivial bridge of.Q, with attachments u and v.
Let G=(V,E) be a biconnected graph, and let Q be a subgraph of G. We define the bridge graph of Q, S=(Vs,Es) as follows: Let the bridges of Q in G be Bi,i=l, · · · ,k. Then . ,P,-I] of a biconnected graph G, we denote the bridge graph of Pi by Gi' i=l, · · · ,r-l.
Let the bridges of Pi in G that. contain vertices on ears numbered lower than i be B rl , • • • ,B". For any two vertices x,y on Pi, we denote by Vi (X,y), the internal vertices of 253 Pj(X,y); we denote by VjLx,y] , the vertices in Pj[x,y]-{x,y} together with the vertices in BrJ ,j=1, · · · ,l in G (note that each such bridge has the two endpoints of Pi as attachments). When considering Gjt Vj [x,y ] will represent the vertices in Pj[x,y]-{x,y}, together with the vertices on bridges in Gj corresponding to the bridges BrJ,j=l, · · · ,l. Note that either of Vj(x,y) or Vj[x,y] can be empty.
Let G=(V,E) be a graph and let P be a simple path in G. Ifeach brid2e of PinG contains exactly one vertex not on PJ and there is a bridge B of P with the endpoints of P as attachments, then we call G the star graph of P and denote it by G (P). Note that the bridge graph Gi is a star graph Gj(Pj) of Pj. We denote the bridges of G (P) by stars. The unique vertex of a star that is not contained in P is called its center. The set V (x,y) represents the vertices in P (x,y)-{x,y}, and the set V [x,y] represents the vertices in P lx,y]-{x,y}. Figure 1 illustrates some of our definitions relating to bridges.
Ear Decomposition and Four-connectivity
Lemma 1 Let G=(V,E) be a triconnected undirected graph for which t=(x,y,z) forms a separating triplet. Let D be an open ear decomposition for G. Then there exists an ear Pi in D that contains two of the three vertices in t, say x and y, such that Vj(x,y) contains a vertex other than z, and every path from a vertex in Vi(X,y) to a vertex in Vi [X,y] in Gj passes through x, y or z. Further ear P j uniquely determines a connected component C in the subgraph induced by V-{x,y,z}, in the sense that no other ear Pj in G that contains x and y, and has vertices in C, has the property that Vj(x,y)-{x,y,z} is nonempty, and every path from a vertex in Vj(x,y) to a vertex in Vj[x,y] in Gj passes through x, y, or z.
Proof Since t=(x,y,z) forms a separating triplet, the subgraph of G induced by V-{x,y,z} contains at least two connected components. Let eland C 2 be two such connected components.
Case 1 The first ear Po contains no vertex in C2 (see
Consider the lowe~t-numbered ear, Pi, that passes through a vertex v in C 2. Since its endpoints are distinct and must be contained in lower-numbered ears, Pi must enter C 2 through one of the three vertices in t, say x, and must leave C 2 through one of the remaining two vertices in t, say y. Thus Pi must contain two of the three vertices in t, and Vi (x,y) contains at least one vertex other than z. Further, all vertices in Vi(x,y) lie in C 2, and none of the vertices in Vi [X,y] lie in C 2. Thus the vertices in Vi (X,y) are separated from the vertices in Vi [x,y] by t.
To prove the second claim of the lemma for this case, suppose Pj is an ear that contains x and y and also a vertex, say U, in C 2. Then j >i, since Pj is the lowest-numbered ear to con- ii) if Pj is the largest-numbered ear that contains z, then j >i. Proof Straightforward.0 since C 2 is a connected component in the subgraph induced by V -{x,y,z}, there is a path from B' to the vertex u in Vj(x,y) that avoids x, y, and z. This establishes the second claim of the lemma for this case.
Case 2 Po contains a vertex in C2:
If Po contains no vertex in C 1, then case 1 applies to C 1. Otherwise Po contains at least one vertex in C 1 and one vertex in C 2. But then, since Po is a simple cycle, it must contain two of the three vertices in t, say x and y, such that (by the argument of case 1), every path from a vertex in Vo(x,y) to a vertex in V o[x,y ] contains x, y or z, and Po is the unique ear with this property, which has a vertex in C 2.[] We will say that a separating triplet t=(x,y,z) separates ear Pi if Pi contains two of the vertices in t, say x and y, with Vi(X,y) not a subset of {z}, and the vertices in Vi(x,y) are disconnected from the vertices in Vi [X,y] in the subgraph of G induced by V-{x,y,z}. We will denote this by writing t as i ([x,y ] ,z) to indicate that Pi contains x and y, and Vi(x,y), which contains a vertex other than z, is separated from Vi [x,y ] by {x,y,z}. By Lemma 1, every separating triplet in G separates some ear, and hence can be written in the above form. We sometimes write i ([x,y] ,z) as simply ([x,y] ,z), if the ear number is obvious from the context. More generally, let G (P) be a star graph. A triplet of vertices t= ([x,y] ,z) in G separates P if P contains x and y, V(x,y)-{z} is non-empty, and the vertices in V (x,y) are separated from the vertices in V [x,y] Bridge graph G 1 of PI.
figure 1 Illustrating the definitions 7 tain a vertex in C 2. Since Pi contains x and y, x and y must be the endpoints of Pj, and all other vertices on· it lie in· C 2· Further, since i <j and vertex v is contained in Pi, the vertices in the bridge of Pj containing v (call it B') are in Vj[x,Y] , and since C 2 is a connected component in the subgraph induced by V-(x,y,z}, there is a path from B' to the vertex u in Vj(x,y) that avoids x, y, and z. This establishes the second claim of the lemma for this case.
Using Lemma 2, we can classify triplets separating ear Pi into two types: Type 1 separating triplets are those for which Pi contains all three vertices; type 2 separating triplets are those for which Pi contains two vertices, and the third is an articulation point in one of the bridges of Pi. Type 1 separating triplets can be further classified into three types (see figure   3 ): Type la, in which z is to the right of x and yon Pi, type Ib, in which z is to the left of x and y, and type lc, in which z is between x and y on Pi. The same definitions apply to a star graph G (P); in this case the center of every star is its unique a.p.
Based on the characterization in Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain the following high-level algorithm to find all separating triplets in a triconnected graph.
Algorithm 1: Finding All Separating Triplets in a Tricon- Let ni be the number of vertices contained in Pi, and mi, the number of edges incident on vertices contained in Pi. Since G is triconnected, it is not difficult to see that Dni=O (m) ; also i Lni=O (n) when the summation is over nontrivial ears. In the i next section, we show how to find all a.p.'s in the bridges of Pi in 0 (n +mi) time plus some additional time for processing trivial ears, which is 0 (m) over the execution of the entire algorithm.
We also develop algorithms to find type 1 triplets separating Pi in 0 (nr+mi) time, and type 2 triplets in 0 (n ·ni+mi) time. Thus we obtain the desired 0 (n 2 ) time sequential implementation of Algorithm 1. It is straightforward to parallelize the algorithms for step 2B to obtain a parallel algorithm that runs in 0 (logn) time using 0 (n·ni+mi) processors on a CRCW PRAM. This in turn gives a parallel algorithm for finding all separating triplets Let G (P) be a star graph with k vertices on P, I stars, and a total of p edges on the stars. We present an 0 (k 2 +p) time algorithm to find all type 1 triplets separating P in G (P).
Assume that the vertices on P are numbered in order as 1, · . · ,k from left to right.
As a preprocessing step, each vertex i on P detennines L (i),M (i),R (i) and S (i), where L (i) is the leftmost attachment among all stars that have an attachment at i, M (i) is the second leftmost attachment among all stars that have an attachment at i, and R (i) and S (i) are the rightmost and~econd rightmost attachments, respectively, of stars that have an attachment at i. These values can be obtained in 0 (p +k) time by a bucket sort on the star edges.
We only describe the method for detecting if a type 1 separating triplet exists; the extension to finding all triplets involves some more bookkeeping. The algorithm runs in k phases, each taking 0 (k) time. The ith phase is centered at vertex i and detennines if there is a separating triplet of the fonn ([x,y] ,i), for some pair of vertices x,y on P. Type la separating triplets are found by a leftward pass along P starting at i, type 1b separating triplets are found by a rightward pass along P starting at i, and type lc separating triplets are found by two left and right passes along P centered at vertex i.
To find type la triplets, we have a stack S, each of whose entries is a pair (x,Y) , where x is a vertex number and Yis a list fy 1, · · · ,Yk] of increasing vertex numbers. The entries on the stack are maintained in properly nested order, Le., if ur=(x r ,Y r ) are the current stack entries ordered as u 1, . · . 'U r from top to bottom, then Xi>Xi+l,i=l, · · · ,r-l, and every entry in Yi+l is greater than any entry in Yi,i=l, · · · ,r-l. We scan the vertices of P leftward from i, and when we start processing vertex j, the entries in S correspond to candidate values for x and y for a type la separating pair ([x,y] , i) with j E V (x,y). There is one entry (in one of the Yi) for each such candidate Y, and the corresponding Xi is an upper bound for x for this value for y.
While at vertex j, the algorithm eliminates and combines some entries on the stack, using the R (j),S U) and L (j) values, and also adds a new entry on top of the stack. A type la separating triplet is found if, at the end of processing. vertex j, we have xl=j-l. The algorithm is given below.
1. Initialize j :=i -2; S+-U-l;[j+l]) (*S is a stack, each of whose entries is a pair (x,Y) , where x is a vertex number and Y is a list [y 1, · · · ,Y1] of increasing vertex·numbers; first (Y) will denote the first element of list Y and last(Y) will denote the last element of Y. Given two lists Y,Z, the operation Y·Z concatenates the two lists Y and Z to fonn a new.list whose entries are the entries of Yfollowed by the entries of Z.*)
while j>O do ifR U)~i then T :=R U) else T :=S U);
ifT>i then S+-ep, S+-(j-2, [j]);
The algorithm for finding type 1b triplets is exactly the same as the above algorithm except that we scan rightward from i. For finding type lc triplets, note that if ([x,y] ,i) is a type lc triplet then one of the sets V(x,i) and V(i,y) is nonempty. In a first scan centered at i, we determine if there is a type 1c triplet ([x,y] , i) with V (x, i) non-empty. In a complementary second scan centered at i we determine if there is a type lc triplet ([x,y] ,i) with V(i,y) non-empty. For this algorithm we only need the L U) and R U) values. The algorithm below describes the first scan; it detennines if there is a type 1c triplet ([x,y] ,i] with V(x,i) non-empty. (y,right(v»; j:=j+l Finally, in the case of the bridge graph Gi of ear Pi, we know by Lemma 1 that the endpoints e and f of ear Pi form a type 1 triplet ([e,! ],j) separating Pi if and only if every bridge cont~ning vertices on lower-numbered ears has exactly one internal attachment on Pi, and that attachment is j. Clearly this condition can be checked in linear time.
Finding Type 2 Triplets Separating an Ear
There are many implementation details in this algorithm. We give a high-level description first, and then elaborate on each of the steps. We use the result in Lemma 2 that if ([x,y ] ,z) is a type 2 triplet separating Pi, then z is an a.p. in one of the bridges of Pi. Observe that the number of blocks (biconnected components) and the number of articulation points in the bridges of an ear Pi is no more than n. As a matter of notation, we will denote the star(s) in Gi corresponding to a bridge or a collection of bridges B of Pi by s (B) , and similarly, the bridge(s) of Pi corresponding to a star or a collection of stars S of Gi by b (8) . We now present the high-level algorithm for finding type 2 triplets separating Pi. For ,convenience we assume that the vertices of G are numbered so that any vertex contained in Pi has a smaller number than a vertex in the interior of any Pj,j >i.
1. For each star 8 of ai, we construct a list L(8) of those pairs of vertices x,y on Pi for which S is the only star that has an attachment in Vi(x,y) and Vi [X,y] . Note that there can be no more than nt entries in the lists for all of the stars of G it since each pair can appear on at most one list. The lists can be constructed in 0 (ni2+mi) time by a scan-line algorithm analogous to the ones in section 4.1 (we do not elaborate on this). The list for each star is in lexicographically increasing order on (x,y). 2. For each bridge B of Pi, for each articulation point a in B, we find all pairs of vertices separating Pi in PiU (B-(a}) (note that we do not include the remaining bridges of Pi in this graph). These separating pairs can be specified as regions in the star embedding of the coalesced graph of PiUS (B-{a}) [MiRa2], and can be determined in 0 (k·ni) time after an initial preprocessing in 0 (n+mi) time, where k is the number of connected components in B with respect to articulation point a. Since the regions have an 0 (k·ni) size representation, the specification of all of the regions over all articulation points in all of the bridges of Pi has size 0 (n·ni). We maintain these regions over all articulation points for a given bridge B in a properly sorted manner; we call this the region representation for B. This step can be implemented in 0 (mi+n ·ni) time, as shown below.
3. We compare the entries in L (8) for each 8 with pairs of vertices in a common region in the region representation for b (8), and each match gives a type 2 separating triplet for Pi. This can be done in 0 (n .ni) time (the sum of the sizes of the two specifications), as shown below.
4. Let I be the largest index less than i for which PI is a nontrivial ear. We find the articulation points in the bridges of PI incrementally in 0 (n+m;+l-i) time, as shown below. We are now ready to process ear Pl.
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We need the following observation. Observatiop Let z be an a.p. of a bridge B of Pi, and x,y, a pair of vertices on Pi. Then ([x,y ] ,z) is a type 2 triplet separating Pi if and only if a) (x,y) is a pair separating Pi in the graph PiU (B-( z}) , and b) s (B) is the only star of Gi that has an attachment in both Vi (x,y) and in Vi [X,y ] .
All pairs of vertices on Pi satisfying property b) appear on the list L (s (B», which we construct in step 1. The pairs satisfying property a) are~ose that lie in a common region in the region representation for B, which we construct in step 2. In step 3 we scan these two sets of pairs of vertices, and identify matches between the two sets; each such match gives a type 2 triplet separating Pi, and every type 2 triplet separating Pi appears as such a match. This establishes the correctness of the above algorithm.
We now explain how to implement steps 2 through 4 to i obtain the stated time bound. Let Hi=UPj. Let AI, . · . ,A k be j=O the bridges of Hi. Let Bj be Aj with its attachment edges ana vertices deleted. A split of Pi is an articulation point in one of theBj.An ex-node of Pi is a vertex in one oftheB j adjacent to an attachment on Hi. Note that the number of splits and exnodes in all of the Bj is 0 (n). We observe that by Lemma 2, if ([x,y] ,z) is a type 2 triplet separating Pi then z is a split or exnode of Pi or z is·an attachment of one of the A j on Hi-I.
We organize the splits and ex-nodes of Pi in a forest of split-trees analogous to the tree of biconnected components. There is one split-tree for each' B j , whose vertices are the splits, ex-nodes and blocks of Bj. There is an edge between a split and each block it lies in, as well as an edge between each ex-node (that is not also a split) and the unique block it lies in. For u an ex-node, let A (u,j) be the jth smallest vertex adjacent to u and belonging to Hi -1, if it exists, null otherwise, for j=1,2,3,4. By our numbering scheme for vertices, A (u,j) ,j =1, · · · ,4 (when defined) represent four distinct vertices on lowest numbered ears adjacent to u. The number of entries in A (u,j) , over all ex-nodes u, is 0 (n).
Let Fi-l be Hi-l with the two endpoints of Pi deleted. LetA (u) be the set of two smallest non-null vertices in 1), A (u, 2), A (u, 3) ,A (u, 4)}. By construction, A (u) contains the two smallest numbered vertices in F i -1 adjacent to u (when they exist), and can be obtained in constant time per ex-node, since we have the A (u,j) . Note that if we did not have the A(u,j) , finding the A (u) would take time proportional to the number of edges incident on the ex-nodes and that could be as large as 9(m).
>From the forest of split-trees we derive the forest of trees of biconnected components (or block-trees ) of the bridges of Pi by first constructing the augmented graph as follows: We augment the vertex set of the forest of split-trees by adding in vertex v to represent H i -1 (a potential block), and we add in the set of vertices U= U A (u) (potential a.p.'s).
ex-nodes u
We put in an edge between v and each vertex in U as well as edges between u and vertices in A (u), for each ex-node u.
Observe that a vertex win Hi-l is an a.p. in a bridge of Pi if and only if, for some split-tree T of Pit w is the only vertex in Hence the blocks and articulation points in this augmented graph are precisely the blocks and articulation points in the bridges of Pi. We find these efficiently using any linear-time algorithm (see e.g., [Ev] ); the sequential time complexity is o (n) since there are 0 (n) vertices and edges in the graph. At this point we have the forest of block-trees for the bridges of Pi. By Lemma 2 any type 2 triplet ([x,Y] ,z) separating Pi should have z as an articulation vertex in this forest of blocktrees.
We number the ve~ces in the forest of block-trees in post-order with respect to a dfs. We label each attachment edge to Pi in the bridges of Pi by the number pf the block it belongs to (since each s:uch edge is incident on an ex-node, this is done in constant time per edge). We remove any multiple occurrences of edges with the same block number and attachment. Since the number of blocks and the number of articulation points is 0 (n ) (over all bridges of Pi) this step can be done in 0 (n +mi) time for all of the bridges.
We now sort (using bucket sort) the labeled attachment edges in increasing order of the attachments, with edges having the same attachment sorted in increasing order of their label, and we leave the sorted edges in stacks corresponding to their attachment number. Now, with another post-order traversal of the block-trees, we can detennine, for each a.p. s of each bridge B of ear Pi, the stars formed from B when s is deleted fromB,·in o(n+mi) time.
At this point, for each a.p. s of bridge B, we have s (B -{s}) , the collection of·stars formed from B when S is removed from B. Each of these stars has no more than ni attachments. Using the algorithm in [MiRa2] we can find the separating pairs on Pi corresponding to these stars in 0 (k·ni) time, where k is the number of stars. These are organized as the 258 vertices on the faces of the planar embedding of the coalesced graph [MiRa2]; this has an 0 (k·ni) size representation. We find such a representation for each a.p.
In order to execute step 3 efficiently, we store this representation in a special way. Let us confine our attention to a specific bridge B (note that we execute step 3 bridge by bridge). Let B have I a.p.'8 S 1, • · · ,sl, and let the ith a.p. have ti children in the block-tree (each of which is a block of B). I Thus t=l+ I:tj is the number of blocks in B. The total number j=l of regions for B is no more than t, and further, none of these regions interlace. We represent these regions as follows: We have ni stacks. one for each vertex on Pi. and in the stack for vertex v, we place pointers to all regions that contain v. These pointers are arranged in increasing order of the first vertex in the region, with ties broken in decreasing order of the last vertex in the region (the topmost pointer points to the region with the lowest numbered vertex). For each region we maintain a pointer to the current leftmost position in the region; initially the pointer for each region points to its leftmost vertex.
We now scan the entries in L (s (B» in order. If the current entry is (x,y), we look at the topmost region R in the stack for vertex y and check its current leftmost vertex z. If z >x then we·proceed to the next entry in L (s (B». If z=x then we have found a match, and hence a type 2 triplet separating Pi. If z <x, we move the leftmost pointer for R right until it points to a vertex ua. If u=x, then we have located a type 2 triplet and we leave the leftmost pointer at u. If u =y then we pop the pointer to R off the stack; otherwise we leave the leftmost pointer at u. It is easy to see tha £ this scan locates all type 2 triplets ([x,y ] ,z) with z in B, and the time it takes is proportional to the sizes· of L (s (B» and the regions representation for B. Hence, over all bridges of Pi this procedure takes time o (nr+n·ni) =O (n·ni) .
At this point we have processed ear Pi. All that remains is to incrementally obtain the split-trees for PI and the A (u,j) for the new ex-nodes of Pi in an efficient way (where PI is the next nontrivial ear). Then we can repeat steps 1 through 3 for PI to find all type 2 triplets separating PI.
To update information for PI, we first process the forest of split-trees for Pi to eliminate those splits and blocks that disappear and the new ones that appear when Pi,P i -1 , • • • ,P 1 + 1 are added. This is done in 0 (n +mi+l-i) time by finding blocks, i a.p.'s and ex-nodes in the graph UBj U PkU {attachment j k=l+l edges of each B j in the interior of Pi}. This gives us the splittrees for PI. The new exnodes for PI are the nodes in the interior of Pi adjacent to a vertex in HI; in particular, this includes the nodes in the interior of Pi adjacent to its endpoints. We compute the A (u,j) values for these new exnodes. This computation takes 0 (m) time over the entire execution of the algorithm. Now we are ready to find type 2 triplets separating Pl.
Parallel implementation.
The algorithms we have outlined in sections 4.1 and 4.2 have straightforward parallel implementations. We use the CRCW PRAM model of parallel computation, which is a shared memory model in which concurrent reads and concurrent writes on a memory location are allowed; in a concurrent write, one of the several values written into the memory location is stored (ARBITRARY model). These algorithms can be translated into algorithms for an EREW (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write) PRAM with the same processor count and with parallel time increased by a factor of o (logn).
The scan-line algorithms presented in the previous sections can be implemented in 0 (logk) time using 0 (k 2 +m) processors. For step 2 of the algorithm in section 4.2, we note that the forest of block-trees for each ear can be found in 0 (logn) time using 0 (m+n) processors on a CRCW PRAM in a manner analogous to finding the bridge graphs for the ears [RaVi] , and using an efficient parallel block finding algorithm [MaScVi, MiRa, TaVi] . The rest of step 2 can be implemented on ear Pi in 0 (logn) time with 0 (n·ni) processors using efficient 0 (logn) time parallel algorithms for computing tree functions [TaVi] , sorting [Co] and finding separating triplets [RaVi] . To implement step 3 we allow ourselves o (logn) time per entry (x,y) on L (s (B) ) to determine if x lies in the same region as y for some entry in stack y; this is accomplished by binary search on the entries in stack y followed by a binary search on the vertices in the relevant region R.
Step 4 is not needed in the parallel case, since we construct the block-trees for all ears in parallel in step 2.
